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Seminar
Understanding the Rise of China:
How to Make Sense of it from a
Western Perspective
FULL TRANSCRIPT
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Thank you for those very kind remarks Carlos, and thank you Mario. Thank you very much
for inviting me on my maiden voyage to the OECD. Let’s start here.
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Most of you know this table, the Goldman Sachs table, for how the world is going to look.
The Chinese economy is almost the same as the American economy in 2025. In 2050, the
Chinese economy is nearly twice the size of the American economy. Now we have two
problems. (I say we as a westerner in this context).
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The first problem is that we constantly underestimate the speed of change with regard to
China. This is not so surprising, but it has serious consequences. We are always behind the
curve and I don’t just mean this economically, but also politically, intellectually,
psychologically. This is a very serious problem everywhere in the west, but especially in
Europe.
The second problem is even more serious. We don’t understand China. The reason we don’t
understand China is we don’t make the effort to understand China. Why? Because we think
and have thought for a long time that as countries modernise, they westernise, and their
ultimate destination, is something approximating how we are. There is a deeply established
hubris that our arrangements and the way we do things are a universal model for everyone
else.
This has some unfortunate political consequences: if the measure of China’s performance is
human rights and democracy, and if it doesn’t shape up on those two issues, then our view
is that it is almost not ‘civilised’. And somehow that is the beginning and the end of the story
for too many people. This is very true in the media. I get interviewed constantly on it. And
year after year, I get asked more or less the same questions. The debate has been stuck on
China, certainly at media type level.
And so we have this difficult corrosive, psycho-intellectual problem, which is one of
arrogance that they should be like us; and ignorance, because the extent to which they are
not like us, is the extent to which we think they are not shaping up and are inferior. It came to
a head in London last week, when in the joint press conference with David Cameron, Wen
Jiabao said ‘enough of the finger wagging. Why don’t you respect us?’.
I strongly identified with his view. It’s not that I support the Chinese democracy / human
rights position, but I do think there is so much to learn from China, that we ought to adopt a
very different and more humble attitude towards the Chinese. He went on to Germany, and I
think the German Government is much more realistic about how to handle China.
The point is, the western model is not a universal model. The assumption is that modernity is
shaped solely by competition, markets and technology. But it’s not. Modernity is also equally
shaped by history and culture. And not in a month of Sundays is Chinese history and
Chinese culture similar to our culture, to our historical experience.
So if the modern world in one sense started the process of creation at the end of the 18 th
century, the rise of China is something completely different. We are entering an era, where
India, Brasil and so on, but China in particular, will mark their arrival in the world of modernity
and the shaping of modernity.
My task today is to try and explain how we should understand China. What are the building
blocs for making sense of China? In the last part, I will talk about the world since the global
financial crisis, because there has been a big shift and we are hugely underestimating what
the nature of that shift has been.
Let’s start with China as a nation state. It has only been a nation state for about a century,
but anyone who knows anything about China knows that China is rather more than 100
years old. The Chinese like to say they are 5000 years old because they go back to the
6
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Yellow Emperor and the birth of Chinese civilisation around the Yellow River. But let’s call it
2000 years old. The map below shows the extent of the Qin dynasty in 221 BC. And you can
see it’s already assuming the borders of Eastern China.

Martin Jacques, When China Rules the World: the Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World

What you’ve got to remember with China is that you can divide it roughly into two halves.
The western side of China was acquired much later during the period of the Qing dynasty in
the 17th century onwards in a series of brutal wars. The conquests were of people who were
definitely not traditionally Han Chinese. The western side of China is very lightly populated: it
is half the surface area of China but I think it’s only about 6% of the population. The vast
majority of Chinese historically concentrated in the Eastern half of China. Now look at those
borders, they are coterminous with the dotted lines of the Great Wall of China.

Martin Jacques, When China Rules the World: the Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World
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So China long predates being a nation state. China for most of its’ life has not been a nation
state; it has been a civilisation state. All the characteristics which essentially define for the
Chinese what being Chinese is like do not come from the nation state period, which is just a
pinprick in historical terms. They come from the civilisational period, what I call the
civilisation-state period of Chinese history. What am I thinking of here? A very unusual state,
with a very distinctive character of the family, of social customs, Confucian ideas, ancestral
worship, idiographic language, Chinese food. All of these things way predate China being a
nation state.
Now this is so different from the western experience. In the western experience essentially –
though not everywhere to the same degree – identity is derived from a sense of national
identity. It is based on the existence of a nation state. This is very powerfully true of Britain
and France, and less true of Italy. But China is different. The state is based on and seen in
terms of a civilisation, not a nation state.
So I think the key building block for understanding China is to understand China in
civilisation terms with three essential characteristics of China as a civilisation state.
1.

No country compares with China in terms of its historical longevity given the borders
have been established for 2000 years.

2.

Secondly, the state and civilisation have coincided. This is quite unusual in historical
terms.

3.

The third thing is the sheer scale of China – both geographical and demographic. It is
the size of the United States geographically, but it has four times the population.

Martin Jacques, When China Rules the World: the Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World
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If you take those four provinces (coloured blue) Henan, Shandong, Jiangsu, Anhui –
between them, they have a population larger than that of the United States. If you take the
provinces coloured blue and green – Henan, Shandong, Jiangsu, Anhui, Guangdong,
Hunan, Hubei, Sichuan, Hebei – each of those provinces have a population larger than that
of France or the UK.
Another way of thinking about China is to think of it as a collection of different countries,
because it is on such a huge scale, with great diversity between the richest Shanghai to the
poorest Gansu. Even on the eastern part of China, the cultures, the economic systems and
the political systems of these different provinces vary a lot more than people really give
credit for.
We have a view that China is highly centralised and homogeneous. But actually, China is
extremely diverse. It is decentralised and Beijing’s power is limited. Provincial governments,
city governments are very powerful. They have their own companies: state companies are
not just national companies.
Now, what does this mean? Let me give you two arguments to illustrate how profound I think
the implications of China being primarily a civilisation state are.
First of all, the most important political value for the Chinese is unity. I think you’ve got to see
it like this: what’s the biggest difference between Europe and China? The biggest difference
in my view is that 2000 years ago, the holy Roman empire began to break up into lots of
kingdoms and princelings. That process went on to define Europe for the next 2000 years
and defines it to this day: Europe is a collection of nation states. At more or less the same
time coincidentally, China went in exactly the opposite direction, starting this long process of
unification.
Holding this unification together has been an extremely difficult task. Hence for the Chinese
the importance of unity. Disunity usually coincided with war, some of the most difficult,
painful and costly periods in Chinese history, including most recently, what the Chinese call
the century of humiliation from around 1850 to 1950.
That’s my first point. Unity. My second point: do you remember the handover of Hong Kong
in 1997 from the British to the Chinese? The Chinese constitutional offer was ‘one country,
two systems’. I would wager that very few people in Britain or in the west believed the
Chinese when they said ‘one country, two systems’.
Most of us felt that this was probably some sort of constitutional window dressing and that
when the Chinese government got its hands on Hong Kong it would become very much like
the rest of the PRC. We were wrong. 14 years later, Hong Kong is as different politically and
legally from China as it was in 1997.
Why did we get it wrong? Because we have a nation-state mentality. Take German
unification: it was carried through on the basis of the Federal Republic. The old East
Germany literally disappeared. There is virtually no marks of its existence left. But that’s how
a nation state thinks. A nation state is ‘one country, one system’. But that is not the Chinese
mentality, because it’s impossible to run a place so large, so diverse and so populated, on
the basis of ‘one country, one system’. This is ‘one country, quite a few systems’.
9
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When Taiwan decides that it’s now time to become part of China, or recognize Chinese
sovereignty – and I I think this will happen much more quickly than people anticipate – it will
be done on the basis of one country, two systems. The Taiwanese offer will be much more
generous, I think, than the one to Hong Kong. They’ll be allowed to keep armed forces, and I
think they’ll be allowed to keep their political system.
Lucien Pye, a fascinating American Sinologist from Harvard who died three years ago, said
something like this: China is a civilisation mascarading as a nation, obliged by its own
weakness at the end of the 19th century to adapt and submit to the european norms of the
international system. This is all I want to say about the civilisation state, but I think it’s an
absolutely fundamental building bloc for understanding China.
My second point is about the tributary system. Until 100 years ago roughly speaking, at the
end of the 19th century, most of this part of the world was organised as the tributary system.
It consisted of China and the countries of Indochina like Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Vietnam,
a bit of Java, Philippines, Taiwan, Japan, Korea.
The tributary system lasted for thousands of years. It was based on the superiority of China
economically, politically and culturally. Japanese and Korean writing scripts adapted various
characters of Chinese into their own writing system as they developed. This is also true for
lots of ideas; Confucian ideas and thinking are integral to this day, in a modified form, in
Japan, Korea, Vietnam and of course Taiwan.
To last thousands of years, it was clearly a very flexible system. Basically, the rulers got
access to the Chinese market in return for the payment of a tribute. It was a symbolic
system, but the most important feature of it – and we’ll come back to this – was that the
tribute states were required to accept the idea of Chinese superiority. This is very important
to Chinese history and Chinese mentality.
At the end of the 19th century, the Qing dynasty was becoming increasingly impotent and
was fracturing. Then you got the arrival on the basis of Europe’s transformation of European
colonial powers, especially Britain, France, and Japan. China’s tributary system broke up
very quickly. That was the end of the tributary system on the face of it. Look at this chart.

Martin Jacques, When China Rules the World: the Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World
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It shows all the countries of East Asia and the proportion of the exports going to China. In
the space of 15 years, you can see the dramatic transformation of the importance of the
Chinese market for every country in the region. For a growing number of them, China is now
the largest export market. In fact, I think Indonesia is the only country here for which China is
not the largest export market.
This region is home to 1/3 of the world’s population. If you want to understand the future,
don’t start with North America or Europe, start with East Asia. We have in this region the
beginnings of a new inter-state system being created. Until the end of the 19th century, it was
a tributary system. Then in the first half of the 20th century, it was mainly a colonial system –
the only countries not colonised were Japan and Thailand. Then over the second of half of
the 20th century, you had a westphalian system. Now what are we going to have?
It’s not going to be any simplistic return to the tribute system, but it’s going to have some
aspects of it. Investment flows from China are rapidly becoming a very important source of
investment. I don’t think it’ll be very long before the RMB is the main currency in the
settlement of trade within East Asia. And of course, there will be the spread of culture and
language: if you were a middle class family in one of these countries, you’d get your kid
learning English, but you would also want them to learn Mandarin. There won’t be one key
language in this region (ie English) – there’ll be two.

Martin Jacques, When China Rules the World: the Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World

The Chinese claim the whole of the South China Sea as theirs. This is a very traditional way
of Chinese thinking, it’s not something to do with this present Chinese government. It’s
based on a view of intertemporal law – the law at the time of discovery. The other claimants,
Malaysia, Vietnam, Philippines and so on, rest their claim on a body of law initiated by
America after the Second World War: territorial water law.
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The Chinese will not shift from this position in my view. The Deng Xiaoping proposition was
that issues of sovereignty should be set on one side, but this doesn’t mean that they’ve
abandoned the principle of sovereignty.
My third point is about China and race. One of the big problems of race is it is never given
the importance and prominence it actually occupies in people’s minds and its importance in
shaping popular consciousness. It is treated with a certain shuffling of the feet and a sense
of embarrassment.
Everyone knows China has a huge population – 1.3 billion people. Not everyone knows that
90% of that huge population regard themselves to be of one race: the Han. This is so
different from the world’s other most populous countries like India, the United States,
Indonesia and Brazil. All of them are palpably multiracial and regard themselves as
multiracial and multicultural. China is only multiracial and multicultural at the margins.
One could say that a country as large as China is historically the product of many different
races, but the Chinese don’t think like that. Essentially, the question of race is not a
biological question but a cultural construct so we have to take their way of thinking seriously
and try to understand it.
Why do the Chinese think so differently from India? India is a very recent creation whereas
China is a very old creation. This takes us back to the fundamental concept of a civilisation
state over a remarkably long historical period. Slowly over this very long historical period, the
sense of difference between people contracted.
China is home to the first sedentary agriculture in the world; the first relatively complex
societies; the first emergence of a central agency, ie. primitive forms of state; very early
written language; Confucius; the Tang dynasty, the Ming dynasty, the early Sung dynasty.
China was way more advanced than Europe. Europe’s development, particularly
industrialisation, relied heavily on inventions that were taken from China. All this gave the
Chinese a very powerful sense of cultural identity, cultural achievement, superiority; the idea
of the middle kingdom, the land under heaven, the sense that China was superior to
everywhere else.
And the Chinese still think they’re superior, despite the fact that they’ve had a terrible 200
years. This sense of who they are and their historical achievements has remained intact.
The great advantage of this mentality is it would have been absolutely impossible to hold this
vast country together without the cement of this identity. Look at Russia: people said China
would go the way the Soviet Union went in 1989. It didn’t because they’re completely
different. We were just thinking of Communism, but there’s a bit more to history than that.
About half the population of the Soviet Union was Russian whereas 90% of Chinese think of
themselves as Han.
What’s the disadvantage of this mentality? The disadvantage is that the Chinese have a very
weak concept of cultural difference. You can see this in the attitude of the Han today: their
attitude towards the Uighurs and the Tibetans is ‘we’ve done fantastic things for you, you
should be like us.’ This is the single biggest failure of Chinese government policy since 1949.
westerners tend to focus on democracy, because we haven’t been historically good on race
12
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ourselves, so we turn a blind eye to it. But what concerns me most of the rise of China
personally, is how it’s going to see the rest of the world, which is a world of diversity.
Fourth point: I want to talk about the Chinese state. The relationship between the Chinese
state and Chinese society is very different from any western nation. We for our sins, seem to
have reached the conclusion that the legitimacy of centralised authority in a society, namely
the state, rests on democracy. If that’s true, someone needs to explain it to me.
The Chinese state, I would argue, enjoys more legitimacy and more authority than any
western state. How can I underpin that argument? Let’s go back to the civilisation state. The
state in Chinese society is seen by the people as the embodiement, the protector, the
guardian of the civilisation. The Chinese are not very religious people but the state almost
has a spiritual significance in Chinese culture. If the state fails, if it starts to break up, if it’s
divided, then the mandate of heaven in Chinese terms will be withdrawn and replaced by
another ruler.
Our present discourse reduces the matter of legitimacy to a question of democracy. It’s not
that democracy is not important, but there are many state forms around the world, with
different histories and cultures.
The other factor to bear in mind is that for the last 1000 years, the Chinese state has had no
serious rival to its authority. This is so different from the western tradition, be it American or
European, where the European states had to fight against the church and the nobility over a
long historical period. The extent of the power of the state is all written down and codified in
law. The Chinese state hasn’t had that history since the destruction of the Buddhist temples
around 1000 AD. The consequence is that there are no boundaries to the power of the
Chinese state. You only need boundaries if it’s contested.
Westerners believe that the power of the State should be limited and constrained. In
American parlours, in tea-party parlours, the state is seen as a trespasser, an alien, a threat
to society. The Chinese don’t see things like that at all. They see the State as an intimate.
And not any old intimate: a member of the family, the head of the family in fact. The two
great institutions in China are the family and the state. This tradition is embedded in Chinese
society in such a deep way, over such a long historical period.
Of course, we’ve moved on from the central planning and command economy of Mao, but
still there’s a remarkable number of state owned companies in China responsible for 1/3 of
production in manufacturing and services. There are no other countries like that, certainly at
that stage of development. The other Asian tigers were different – Japan, Taiwan and so on.
The Chinese state in my view is the most competent state in the world. In the period since
Deng Xiaoping, the Chinese state has been reformed many more times than the British state
or the American state. This is again a very different paradigm. The Chinese are very
committed to the market. It’s only in the Maoist period, that it wasn’t committed to the
market. Adam Smith writing in the late 18th century said something like ‘the market is more
developed in China than anywhere in Europe’, and anyone who goes to China often makes
a remark that the Chinese are natural entrepreneurs.
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So those are my four building blocs. I hope I’ve given you some thoughts about how to
understand China differently, instead of just projecting our concepts, our histories, our
culture onto China.
I will finish on the present. The financial crisis has marked a shift in the balance of power
between the United States and China, which is certainly underestimated. The financial crisis
hugely undermined the view of America and to some extent Europe as the bastions of
economic competence, because a financial sector out of control was allowed to almost
shipwreck the economies. It brought into question the American model. Where is the
Washington consensus now?
Gaps in growth rates since the crisis between China and the United States are huge, and
one of the consequences is that BNP Paribas’s new estimate for China overtaking the
United States is 2020 instead of 2027.
We’ve now entered an era with two main characteristics:
1.
2.

The recognised decline of the United States.
The start of the Chinese world order.

I’m going to finish by giving you the characteristics of this order. First of all, China’s power
will keep resting on its huge trade, because of its demand for natural resources. This is
China’s share of global consumption of selected commodities and share of trade with
selected partners.

Martin Jacques, When China Rules the World: the Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World
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China is the most rapidly expanding market in the world. If you look at the first column in the
table above, China’s share was very marginal. Fast forward 9 years, and you start to see a
shift. Fast forward another 9 years, and you see an extraordinary change. Brazil, 14%. Chile,
19.2%. America of course, 14.3%. Australia, 20.6%. China is now the biggest trading partner
of many of these countries: Pakistan, India, South Africa, Egypt... Imagine if we fast forward
another 9 years and they carried on growing like this, China would be the biggest trading
partner of so many countries in the world.
Secondly you’ve got the rise of China as a financial power. The Rothschilds of the 20th
century are the China Development Bank and the China Export-Import Bank. Between them
in 2009 and 2010, they made more loans to developing countries than the World Bank. The
China Development Bank and China Export-Import Bank gave loans of more than $110bn to
other developing countries in 2009 and 2010. The equivalent institutions of the World Bank
made loan commitments of $100.3bn. This is the creation of a shadow international system.
The third element of this new China era will be the RMB. The Chinese have taken the
decision to begin to internationalise the currency. It started in December 2008 and the RMB
will rapidly grow as the currency of the settlement of trade. HSBC estimates that between
2013 and 2015, half of China’s trade with the developing world will be paid for in RMB.
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My fourth and final point concerns the rise of the south. We used to think there was a pattern
to the development of countries, like Japan. Japan started off and gained entry to the
advanced world, traded mainly with the advanced world, and became part of it. We thought
China would do the same, but I don’t think that’s true.
China is part of the rise of the south. The south is going to remain south in very loose terms.
This part of the world is going to be so important to China for two reasons. Firstly, because
China’s rise is not taking place in isolation, it is taking place alongside the rise of India, of
Brasil, and many countries in the emerging world, and secondly because China is so hugely
dependent on commodities, and most of the commodities come from the developing world,
except for Canada and Australia.
So what we are experiencing is a shift in the locus of power from the north to the south. And
the danger for western economies is that they start resembling Europe, and become a
relatively stagnant economic zone.
Thank you very much.
QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
QUESTION 1
Thank you for a very interesting presentation. There are additional aspects on demographics
that you might like to comment on; the first one being the very rapid ageing problem in
China. Secondly, the big gender imbalance. The third issue you did not discuss is the huge
Han population outside China. Thank you.
MARTIN JACQUES
You’re absolutely right. Around about now, the group aged between 0 and 25 in China is
going to peak and then is going to start to decline. Over time, this will have the effect of
pushing wages up because there will be less competition for jobs. It will make certain
industries less competitive more quickly.
The other effect of course will be a change in the dependency ratio, because China is ageing
and life expectancy is quite high. The proportion of the population who are no longer
economically active will grow and the proportion of those who are economically active will
contract. That will become a serious financial burden for Chinese societies with great
expenditure on health. I don’t think the effect of this will be dramatic, but over time it will be
important.
On the question of the overseas Chinese, it’s very difficult to get the accurate figures, but
there’s roughly 40 million Chinese overseas excluding Taiwan, of whom the most important
group are in South East Asia. Chinese constitute ¼ of the population in Malaysia for
example. They usually dominate the private economy. The overseas Chinese identify very
strongly with China. That creates some interesting political effects.
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Do you remember the Beijing Olympics and the torch? Initially, the demonstrations in Paris
and London were about Tibet. I kept a note of all the cities where these demonstrations took
place, and very quickly they turned into the opposite. They turned into demonstrations
mainly composed of overseas Chinese in support of the Beijing Olympics.
QUESTION 2
I have a question on education. There are many stories about Chinese mothers in the US
and their education measures which are very ambitious. The latest PISA studies here at the
OECD showed Shanghai constantly placed at the top of the rankings. I was wondering what
your view on the role of education in China is?
MARTIN JACQUES
The PISA results are fascinating and it’s not just Shanghai either. Basically, the Confucian
societies, by which I include Japan, Korea, Singapore and Hong Kong, do relatively well
across the board in education. The question is why?
The primary reason they are doing well is cultural. You need a good education system, but it
needs to be supported by a strong culture. Amongst the Chinese, there is a very strong
commitment to the importance of education. This is not just the pattern in China: who are the
highest performing ethnic group in American schools? It’s Chinese Americans. Same thing in
Britain, there are only about 40 000 but they are the top performing group.
Now Amy Chua’s book gives it a particular kind of Yale, American spin, but I think it’s more
general. There is a very good book by Howard Gardner called ‘To Open Minds’. He looks at
Chinese education, learning and parenting. I personally think this topic is going to become
so important in western debates about education. This is going to be a source of Chinese
soft power and it’s an area where we are going to be anxious to learn from China.
QUESTION 3 (BY M. FLÜCKIGER, AMBASSADOR OF SWITZERLAND TO THE OECD)
Thank you, that was a fascinating account. I am the Swiss Representative here at the OECD
and I’m still with other colleagues trying to convince my government that we should do
something different than just categorise China between Chile and Costa Rica.
You say that our view is marred by western thinking of the nation state system. I am just
wondering if we’re in the process of building another myth about China. In many ways,
economic principles apply, like the law of gravity. Budgets must be balanced, or you get into
trouble. You clean up a corrupt system, or your growth is hampered. You innovate, or you
die.
You say that western countries are marked by competition, markets and technology as
opposed to history and culture. But the very impressive numbers you showed in the end
frankly just show me that ever since China opened up its’ system, liberalised, joined the
WTO and privatised - in essence just applied all the rules of the western system - it became
quite a successful economy.
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So please convince me why China is different, and not just another big economy going
through a phase of economic development very fast.
MARTIN JACQUES
On the question of myths. I’ll just make a general point about the success of East Asia.
There’s a common view amongst a certain range of western economists that what these
countries have done is simply westernise; they’ve just borrowed western methods.
There has been a strong element of that, and anyone who goes to one of these countries –
and I include Japan in this category – will see that these countries remain very distinctive.
There are two reasons why colonialism failed essentially. One, because the colonial powers
didn’t want the colonies to develop. Secondly, because unless something has indigenous
support, it won’t work. So when you borrow from another country, you’ve got to know how
you’re borrowing. Every piece of development is also an exercise in innovation, because no
two countries are the same. So I resist very strongly the idea that all we’re witnessing here is
another piece of western development.
You mentioned privatisation, but the point is that the Chinese have not privatised in the way
that we expected. They might have moved away from the central command economy, but
1/3 of the Chinese economy is still state owned firms.
QUESTION 4
Your views give strong importance to culture, but I thought there was an omission in the
whole talk on the role played by the communist ideology in China. They still think of
themselves as Marxist. They just celebrated 90 years of the Chinese Communist Party.
What’s your view on this?
MARTIN JACQUES
It’s a strange phenomenon that in 1989, we witnessed on the one hand the end of
communism, the fall of the Berlin wall, the disintegration of the Soviet Union etc. On the
other hand, we know that China was carrying out an experiment presided by the Chinese
Communist Party, that is now rapidly changing the shape of the world. This is such a lovely
paradox.
Why was the Chinese communist party able to do this? And the Soviet Party absolutely
unable? Why was the Chinese Communist Party after Mao’s death able to go down the
Deng Xiaoping route, and the Gorbatchev route failed?
The Soviet Communist Party never had very strong roots, it was always an urban proletariat
party with weak roots in the countryside. They didn’t have enough political support, the state
was an instrument of force. That is how the Soviet state grew up in the way that it did.
Whereas in China there was a different model. It was actually Tchang Kai Chek that had the
support in the cities, and it was the Chinese Communist Party which had the support in the
countryside, where most Chinese lived.
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So the Chinese Communist Party is a popular organisation with popular roots. And despite
all the madness of Mao, support was dissipated but not lost. Deng Xiaoping went onto make
incredible changes, with special economic zones, a very different kind of economic reform
and many political changes.
CARLOS ALVAREZ
Thank you very much, thank you all of you for coming to this event and for participating and
raising very interesting questions. Please join me in thanking our guest Martin Jacques for a
fascinating presentation. The content will most likely impact future discussions and work at
the OECD.
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Coffee with
the Secretary-General
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Notes
1

The original transcript of Martin Jacques’ presentation has undergone minor editing to ensure that the text
published in this brochure is presented in a reader-friendly format.
2

The tables, maps and graphs displayed in the transcript come from Martin Jacques’ presentation. They can be
found in his book When China Rules the World: the Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World.
3

The photographs of the meeting between the Secretary-General and Martin Jacques were taken by an OECD
photographer. The source is OECD/Hervé Cortinat.
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